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EXHIBIT (co

TESTIMONY OF TAU MEYER
Q.

What is your name and Address?

A.Im. WiUiam Meyer, t live in Prescott, Arizona at 13709 Forked Trail,
prdsott, AZ 86305.
Q.

What is your current oceupation?

A.

I an a hydrologist by training and. am now retired from the U.S.

Geological Survey Office, where I worked for 38 years between 1961 and 1999; When I
retired in 1.999, I was the Hawaisi District Chieffor that office.
Q.

Did you provide a copy of the resume attached for this commission to

consider as part of your testimony?.
A.

Yes I have attached a copy of my resume as Exh. LSG-016-R, which truly

represents a summary of my educational and professional background and training.
Q.

Have you been previously qualified as an expert in hydrology before in

Any proceeding?

A.

This Commission qualified me as an expert M hydrology during the 1993-

6 proceedings it held in this current docket. In addition, the State Commission on Water
Resources Management has qualified inc as an expert in hydrology in various
proceedings before it. For example, I testified as a hydrological expert in the Waiatiole
contested ease hearings an issues before it involving! (1) the amendment of interim
instream flow standards and water use permits to authorize the use of water from
Windward 0' ahtt streams and (2) the Waiola and Kukul Molokai, Inc..cOntested case
hearings involving the application for ground water use from the Kualapu'u aquifer on
the island of Molokal.

LSG-017-R
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Q.

Do you have a master's degree in hydrology?

A.

Yes, from the University of Arizona.

Q.

What does your training allow you to do?
My hydrologiCal training covers a wide area of study and disciplines.

Perhaps the most relevant training is the use of mathematical models to assist iii the
prediction of the effects of ground water pumping a well on ground-water levels and
other characteristics of a ground water flow,
Q.

What is the relevance of your training, skills, and background to the issues

presented in this proceeding?
A...

This commission is being asked to determine whether Condition #10 of

•the decision in this docket was violated. The issues boil down to (I) whether chloride
content alone is determinative of water potability, i.e., whether humans can consume it;
(2) whether the water in wells located in the Palawai Basin on Lana' i contain potable
water; (3) whether the wells from which water is being drawn to irrigate the golf Course
and landscaping at iViatiele are from the high level aquifer; and (4) whether water of less
than 250 mg/I is being taken from the wells in the PalaWai Basin because it is being
drawn from other sources from higher wells that serve as the source of potable water for
the residents of Lanai.
My training in hydrology allows me to ,address each Of thete issues hopefully to
assist this commission in resolving the issues in this doc.ket, These are subject area that
are not commonly known to the general public which require some degree of
specialization to fully 4ppreciate. In fact, l would say that there are common
misunderstandings related to these issues thatscould easily confuse commitsion members
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41)
unless they fully appreciate the dynamics of ground water hydrology. I can offer some
help in addressing these issues becanse ditty particular education, training, and work
experience.
Q.

Does the chloride content of water alone determine whether the water is

potable?
A.

Chloride content does not determine potability. Potable water is water that

is considered by the United States Environniental Protection Agency (EPA) to be safe to
drink. The EPA has identified contaminants that make water unsafe to drink arid.
established maximum contaminant levels (MCL) for cOncentration of each of these
contaminants in drinking water. ChlOride is not considered to be a contaminant that
makes water unsafe to drink. There is no national or State of Hawaii Md., for chloride
concentration in water. By definition then, chloride content does not determine whether
water is potable or non-potable. The chloride content of water at all extraction sites on
Lanai, except from Palawai Basin is generally less than 30 mg/1 and overall water
quality is excellent. However, I note that the most recent records of pumping and
chloride readings from well 1 indicates that chlorides have dropped from the historic high
of over 816 mg/I in 1948 to under 274 ing/I for the first time at the end of 2005.
Q,

What is the impact of not having national or State of Hawaii MCL for

chloride concentration in water?
A.

Because chloride content is not considered to be a contaminant that makes

water non-potable or unsafe to drink, all the water in wells located in the Palawai Basin
is potable, even when they have elevated levels of chloride that appear to be falling as
more water is pumped out of the basin. I have seen no evidence since entering this case
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as an •expert or contaminant levels in this water that render it non-potable. The company
using this water certainly has not prOduced any evidence that the water it is using to
.irrigate its golf course at IViatielcis non-potable.
The-.VA considers a chlOride content of 250.mgl. to be a secondary standard for
drinking water, This still means that water with a chloride content equal to or greater than
.250 mg1 is. considered to b:e. safe to drink. Secondary.standards are set in consideration of
water Orderor taste. The secondary Standard. of 250 me for chloride is. based on the fact
that higher coneentrations, of chloride are . detectable by taste to some individuals., but
even at the relatively higher concentrations of chlorides in wells 9 and 14, there is no
reason that the water from these wells cannot be used .fbr human consumption as it is..
The potential that some individuals Might consider the.W.ater to be salty can be easily
addressed by combining or blending. the water from the two wells with other water
having a lower chloride content, After all, IvIatil County does exactly :that by blending the.
high chloride water from wells in Lahaina with other lower chloride water and delivering
that blended water for consumption by residents in that. area. Nothing in county, state, or
federal law prevents the cbtinty board of water supply from providing this Water to these
residents The 'chloride content of 'water from well 1 is certainly within acceptable. limits
for human consumption without worrying about taste.
Q.

Is there any doubt that wells I., 9 and 14 are in the high level aquifer?

A.

go. All the experts who have testified in this case agree that wells 1 and 9

arc in the high level aquifer. I don't..think there is much doubt that well 14 is also
similarly located in the aquifer.
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Q.

Are any of these well sources "alternate Sources" aS ,cOnditiOn. #10

requires?
A.

Based on the testimony of James Kumagai, Who the company retained as

its water expert; none of these sources meet his definition of "alternate sourcee. See,
Transcript, 742/90 at 117:15 to 118:23' (Kumagai, describing what are alternate sources
outside the high level aquifer for Manele golicourse irrigation); Tr, 3/9/90 at 77:13 to
78:22 (Leppert, assuring use of only alternate sources of Mamie golf course irrigation
water, including effluent). Moreover, Torn Nance provided a diagram which clearly
depicts these wells vvithin the high level aquifer, See, Exhibit LSG-025-11
Q.

Is it clear that the company knew what was the high level aquifer from:

wnich no water was to be taken under Condition #10 of the 1991 LUC order?
A.

It was company representatives who actually defined what would be

"alternate sources" outside the high level aquifer whith would be tapped for Manele golf
course irrigation water. Tom Leppert and James Kumagai were very dear oh what
constituted the alternate sources" to which the company was going to be limited under
the condition. Tr. 3/9/90.at 119:22 to 141:4 (Leppert verifying company plans to search
for alternate souroes of irrigation water); Tr. 7/12/90 at 143:18 to 144°7; at 144:21 to
1451 (Kumagai describing plans for finding alternate sources of irrigation water outside
high. level aquifer); Tr_ 7/12/90 at 193:10 to 194:25 (Kumagai affirming planned use of
effluent to irrigate Manele golf course); Tr_ 7/12/90 at 195:1 to 196:8 (Kumagai
de.scribing plans to locate alternate sources for Manele golf course irrigation); Tr. 7/13/90
at 5:12 to 6:3 (Kumagai describing availability of nonpotable alternative water sources

References are to the page and line numbers (page:line numbers)of the identified transcript (by
date).
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outside high level aquiftt which haven't been found yet); Ti..-7/13/90 at 12:21 to 13.!13
(Kumagai on likelihood of developing alternate SOIJTCOS lit tithe for irrigating constmted
Manele golf cotirse— with exceptional effort); Tr. 7/12/90 at 3118 to 32:20 (Kumagai on
availability of brackish water from "lens" outside high level aquifer).
Q.

in his December 16, 1994 testimony to this commission, Tom Nance

called your statement that the drop in Chloride levels in wells 1 meant that more than half
the water taken from well 1 was potable "silly",. Tr. 12/16/94, 153:20-21. Mr. Nance
also disagreed "unequivocably" with former CWRM chair Keith Ahue's conclusion that
more than half the water taken from well 1 during that time its chloride level fell from
800 mg/I to the mid-300 mg/I was potable Water taken from higher elevation drinking
water wells in Latia'il8 high. leVel aquifer. Id. at 15322-25. Specifically, he says:
That's numerically ridiculous. If you get water which is a mixture of
saltwater and fresh water, saltwater is 18,600 milligrams per liter of chloride.
What you are going to find is that the 800 milligrams per liter of water was
probably 90,92, 93 percent fresh water and the rest seawater, and 300 milligrams
per liter water is 95, 96 percent fresh water and the balance is seawater, so the
difference is a couple percents
What is your response to this testimony?
A.

I think he is wrong. Water of less than 250 mg/I is being taken from the

wells in the l'alawai Basin because it is being drawn from sources from higher wells that
serve as the source of potable water for the residents of Lanai. There is a general
movement of water from the center of the island toward the ocean with water flowing
from areas of high ground-water levels to areas of lower water level's. In the high level
aquifer, water flows from dike compartments with high water levels to those with lower
water levels as part of this movement.
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The tate of movement of water between dike compartments is, jri part controlled
by the different. wateelevelS between the dike comparrinents. The greater the difference
in .water levels the greater the rate of subterranean movement, ether things. being
Ground-water plimpage from wells 1„ 9, and. 14 has caused water levels in the.
dike compartments these well -art located to be lower than they would be naturally: That
increases the difference between the upper level drinking well waterlevels and the lower
level Palawaipasio wells L. 9 and 14. This dynamic causes greater amounts. of Water to
flow to these lower level 'compartments from the surrounding area than would naturally
occur. Thus, indisputable drinking water located in the higher elevation wells on Lanel
naturally flow toward and replace the water being taken out of wells 1, 0, and 14. The
laws of physics cannot be clearer. If you •acknowledge that there is a hydrologic
interconnection between the upper water level of the high level aquifer and the lower
water levels of the Pala.wai.Basire you cannot logically deny that continued pumping
from wells 1, 9, and 14 increases the rate of movement of water from the. higher level to
the lower level than would naturally be the case,
Q.

Mr.. Nance offers the explanation that the amount of water flowing into

wells I „9.and 14 is explained. by the presence of Sea water contributing to the chloride
'content. of .water in those 'wells. Ho* do- you react:to this explanation?
A.

S
* trangely, if Mr. Nance's argement is closely examined, it turns out that

heis literally saying that much more than 50 percent of the water being pumped from
well I is freshwater forchloride.cententration of the water pumped from the well equal.
to both 800 and 300 ,mgl, As stated by Mr. Nance, for a.chleride concentration of 8.00
rngl, somewhere between 90 to 93 percent of the water being pumped .frorn well I was
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'freshwater. The remainder was seawater. For a .chloride content of 100 me, the
freshwater contribution to the well.was 95 to 96 percent of the pumped water. The
remainder Was. seawater.
In any ose, 1401w-ices premise concerning the cause of relatively high chloride
content in well I is incorrect.. The presence of relatively high. chloride content in wells 1,
9, and 1.4as compared to other wells in the high level aquifer is most likely the result
geothermal aetivity. The presence of geothermal .activity is demonstrated by the
relatively high temperature of the water in wells 1, 9, and 14 as compared to the other
wells in the high. level aquifer. The initial chloride content of water at well 1 in 1948 was
816 1110 in 1948. In contrast, the norrnal.chloride content of water in the high level
aquifer being currently used for drinking Water is .closer to. 30 Ingl.. By the company's.
own records, the chloride content of the water withdrawn from well 1 had fallen. to 274
mgil by the end-of 2005.
This reduction could only bethe result of water with much lower chloride content
than that in the vicinity of well no. 1 flowing.to the well in response to purnpage from it.
The amount of water reaching the well had to have. increased over tune, thereby lowering
the chloride content over time at the well which has been the process actually observed,.
Di order to reduce the chloride content of water pumped from well no. 1 from 8.16
xrigl. to 286 ingl, the percentage of water at 3Q mgi being withdrawn from the well, as it
moves down slope as pumping in tile Pal-mai:basin continues, has increased from an
initial value of zero to a present value Of about 67 percent-of the water being pumped.
The amount of water With a chloride content of about 30 mgl entering wells 9., and
144. also increasing over time AS shown by the decrease in chloride content that has
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occurred at these wells over 2005: Chloride content at wells 1,9, and 14 may be
expected to •continue fo detrease as an even greater amount of Water with a chltniti
Content of about 30 ingl is diverted to these wells in response to Their Continued pumpage.
Q.

Could the presence of sea water intrusion explain the presence of sea

water in wells 1, 9, and 14?
A.

Nance assumes that Seawater is the source of the high chloride content.

Thus the well would be pumping water from the transition zone between freshwater and
seawater. He discounts the addition of freshwater as the reason for the chloride content
declining in the well. As he states,
What you are going to find is that the 800 milligrams per liter of water
was probably 90, 92, 93 percent fresh water and the rest seawater, and 300
milligrams per liter water is 95, 96 percent fresh water and the balance is
seawater, so the difference is a couple percent.
His reasoning cannot be sustained by the laws

a physics, The point here i$ that the well

is not pumping 'from the transition zone. If this were true the chloride content in the well
would INCREASE, NOT DECREASE as the well is pumped. Instead, the evidence
shows the chloride levels in wells 1, 9, and 14 steadily decreasing over time as water is
pumped. If there was sea water intruding into the bottom of these wells, the only logical
consequence is chloride readings increasing, not decreasing. As a hydrologist, I simply.
cannot fathom how he believet that lowering of the chloride content at the three wells
that has occurred over time supports his view that the well is Pumping froth the transition
zone; nor can I. fathom Mr. Nance's attempts to deny the logic of water rnOving from
higher level well sources to the lower level sources i3i: the Palawai Basin as the reason for
the decrease in chloride content at the three wells.
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Q.

Can you think of any other precedent for what is happening. on Lana% as it

relates RI the possible connection between sea water and Ittereasing chlorides in an
operational well in a high level aquifer?
A.

As suggested by Mink, no other Well in Hawaii in a high level aquifer with

a water elevation of more than 800 feet has been known to be affected by sea water
contamination. lt is more likely that the high chloride content in well no. I, 9 and 14 is
derived from geothermal activity in the Patawai Basin and therefore the high chloride
water is restricted to this area.
Q.

Do you have any doubt that potable water is the primary constituent of the

water being pumped from wellS 1,9, and 14?
A.

Frankly, because there is no evidence that there is a contaminate in the

water being pumped from those wells that exceeds U.S. EPA or the State of Hawaii
Standards for drinking water, all of the water being pumped is potable. The level Of
chlorides being recorded in thOse wells are irrelevant to that inquiry.
Even if the secondary standard for chloride content of 250 mg/1 is applied, mixing
of water from wells 1, 9, and 14 with higher level water of approximately 30 mg/I from
the same sources now being tapped for the drinking water Of the island residents will
render water from these three wells completely acceptable for drinking purposes. That
mixing of the waters from wells 1, 9, and 14 With that from the other wells in the high
level aquifer will reduce the chloride content of the resultant water is a fact that cannot be
denied hydrologically.
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Thu whether you look at the Situation from the point of view of potability
standards or the movement aground water, the company is using potable water by
tapping the ground water from wells 1, 9, and 14,
Q.

Can the 1_,IJC find comfort in the presurtipti:on that the sustainable yield of

the Lana' i High Level Aquifer (whith includes the Palawai Basin) in the State's Water
Resources Protection Plan (WRPP) is 6.0 rngd and that current usage is less than half of
that amOunt?
A.

With respect to the sustainable yield of Lana'i's water supply, I would

leave this Commission with one cautionary note. As stated in the WRPP, "sustainable
yield is calculated as the total. supply developable. In most cases the estimate would be
potable where optimal extraction techniques were employed, meaning location and depth
of wells, but in some instances none of the estimate would be potable," (p, V-3). It is
crucial to any understanding Of the ground water supply on Lana' i to remember that the
amount and spacing of wells is the key to any reliance on the sustainable yield of the
island.
Whether one wants to .elaiin that purnpage from the Palawai Basin is potable or
non-potable, it 'still must Count against the sustainableyield of the High Level Aquifer,
Moreover, the current configuration of wells on the island can allow for the extraction of
only about 3 WO. To expand that potential yield, one tnu.stnot only intrease the
number of wells and properly space them to achieve a higher yield, while also account.for
any unknown limitations, like the potential contamination of those other sources, UiitU
one measures the. water quality of those future sources .and the hydrological changes that
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occur, one cannot be certain Of the reliability of Obtaining a giVena.mountof water from
any future water wells develeped,
Q.

Are yeti aware Of &Master's degree in c10 engineering. that features. a

"specialty in hydrology" from any ecadernic iriStitutiOnin the country?
.A,

I cannot say what constitutes a "specialty in hydrology" .fOr one holding a

master's degree in engineering,. as Mr. Nance testified he has. Tr: 12/16194., 1-09:20-25.,_ I
haven't heard 'of thatqUalification except in this -context:
Q.

.Cart decades of experience make up for the absence of credentials of the

limited coursevvork in .hydrology, short of an .actual degree in hydrology?
A.

Certainly work experience can help one toward acquiring more knowledge

about hydrology,. liewever, thatexperience is only relevant if it involves:the:study of .
field conditions that match what you are claiming tobe.qualified to assess: In thecase. of
Lanai, a hydrologist is dealing with a very unique geological setting, where you have an
ancient caldera as the central feature of the hydrology being examined. That geology has
unique features that Airect the dynamics of that' hydrology. My concern is that no matter
what amount of experience you might have with other parts of Hawai'l, where basal
aquifers are more commonly the water sources being examined, an untrained eye may not
appreciate the nuances .unique to a aaldera overlying water sources.
have received the. formal training on geological features like a caldera which
affeels any analysis of the underlying hydrolegy. Without that training, one could easily
misinterpret data from Such a source For example, I believe Mr.. Nance has:
misinterpreted the chloride data -attributable to wells 1, 9, and 14.
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WILLIAM. MEYER, Ph.U.

called as 4' Witness at the instal-Ice of. Intervenor,
being previous-ly swqrti to: tAil the truth, the whole

4

truth, And noth*hg but t4e tt411,x was examined and

5

teStified as fol.O.WP4
EXAMINATION

410

1

BY MR. MURAKAM4

a

Q

9•

please?

10

A

13

A

MY nalIVI
Ala Moana Boulevard, Room

14

Meriot,i MY 0-0rk address is 6/7

Mr. Meyer, :you have been here for the testimony of

15

ROI/ 1.4.rcly, were you not?

16

A

17

410

My name and addrees?
Yes,

1T
12

WOul4 you state your natA, address. for the record,

In general do you agree with the contents of his

18

testimony tonight?

19

A

Yes, q
Dirqting your attention to his teStiresny about the

20

21

pumping levels that I asked him to calculate, would you, agree

22
23

that that set of information could be helpful to. providing more
informatio4 op the prediction of what the Dumping leve would

24

be for the wells involved under scenario six?

25

A

Yes. I would agree that it Would be helpful for
MeMANUS, COURT REPORTERS
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th4t,, yes.
0

He stated that he was not quite Sure whether he

could do that g*IPSP liMitations on the study with respect to, X
4

think, the regiOnal nture of the drawdOwn and, the individual

5

well's efficiency._
would those constraints limit the value of that
information in term,: Of its predictive value?

8

I gues$ iti;$ tWO thoughts an that. One is I believe
can you take the model predicted water levels and: use those

4Ik

IQ

predicted water levels to calculate a theoretical drawdown in a

11

Weil? And the answer to that is yes you can.
The Second part of that question is having

12

calculated the theoretical drawdown in the well can you then

411

14

calculate: the actual drawdown Ln the well which would require

15

knowing the efficiency of the welI,
And Roy was... I believe, Saying the sfficienty of one

16
ti

well varies, of wells vary. A rough rule of thumb is that a

18

well is only 50 percent efficient, meaning you take the model

19

predicted drawdown at 2,000 stfuat.e foot and double it and that

20

is a way of accomplishing that. rtrs acceptable.
0

From a layman's standpoint how would you best

22

explain why there would be a further drawdown for predicting

23

the pumping levels?

24

A

25

way. He Was talking about the fatt the model predicts the

Roy did actually, I think, a good job of that in a
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1

drawdown of the water level in a 2,000 square foot node in the

2

Model. And that the Well was only a foot or two in diameter.
t 2,000 foot ,square, So as the watet goes from the

4

1,00 foot square node into a 1 or 2-foot area, it has to, speed

5

Up very fast gOing through that small area, That CaUaeS it tO

6.

lose energy which causes the water level to drop.
Is th4 what is 'generally

a

A

Ilk

hydrolOgical terms?
No. Ws that strictly well efficienty Happen$

10

right ,round the well.

11

Q

la

to be some: confusion about what guidelines apply. Is :the a

13

potabiJity standard by. which this Commission can judge whether

14

or not potable water is being used or not?

15

410

depraspion

as, the cone of

The question of potability has come u.P!. There seems

In y mihd, ye$. I think that was addressed with

16

some of the la

17

knowledge in the industry the standard that. is used is the EPA

12

standard where they have, they have values for what they call

19

primary standards fOr certain Chemical constituent standards.

20

If you see those values you dO nOt have potable water..

21
22

estions of Roy. I thin that to my

'They have What they all. secondary standards. You
can exceed those atandards. It has nothing to do with whether
the water is potahle drinkable, useable or not.

24
25

Chlorides are a secondary standard- Under EPA
guidelines chlorides would never be used to say whether the
McMANUS COURT REPORTERS
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1

water was :potable or not. The guidelines used in the United

2

8tates are the EPA standards, Y-Ou'rv required to Use it.

3

States d401 use taugher standards but they Must use at least

1

those standards.
Has the state Department of Health adopted a

5
6-

stricter Standard4

7

A

With regard to some chemical constituents, Yes-

They have na standards With.. regard to ChlOrides.which are the
same as. EPA has.

411

4110.

lo

Again chlorides alone would not determine potability

11

t4ii water?

12

A

.13

0

ChlOrides do not determine potability,
id it IS true, is it not, that there. are. Maui wells

11

there are currently being used for drinking water that exceed

15

400 parts per million?

16

A

Oh, yea. They have been fOr years:.

17

Q

NQW, with respect to the discussion on recharge,

18

what is your concern about the applicabilit.y of the fog drip

19

assumptions made in this model?

2.0

A

21

touched upbn it,. The model is very Sensitive to recharge in

22

general,

2$.

I don't know that I have a concern. But:! think Roy

Of all the recharge calculations -- well, there's

24

two separate recharge calculations. One is percipitation and

25

the tethodblogy used for that is very standard.
McMANUS COURT REPORTERS
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1
.2

The second Part of the recharge calculatidn is fog
dip.

here's no standard method for Calculating fog drip.

The fOg-OkAPthati s used ih the model, for instance, is based
4

Oh the years. df data essentially Cut to maybe about under one
tree.

6
7

SG that doesn't necessarily tell yoU what's going QA
in the whole area during that time, and you don't knO.W whether
the area has changed Over time. So the fog drip is the weak
link in the model ia my estimation.

41/

41/

The model uSed the Eckhart's data.faithfullY and the

10
11

best it can be. done. There's been testimony while I have 'en

12

here that forest cover hap decreased since his study. If

1g

that's true then fog drip has decreased.

14

0'

15

commission to require better data on fog drip through a new

16

study updating this model?

17

A

18

hydrologists wants more data. Doctors want more patients but

19

yes.

20

Q.

21

information through test wells?

22

A

23

high-level area expanded considerably as was discussed by

24

Roy. And the model has high water in levels where we have no

25

water level data other than our supposition that they should be

Would it he. a reaaonable Condition of thiS

Yes. Yeah. Roy said everybody not Just

what about the recommendation concerning gathering

That would be desirable in the sense that the
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1

there and the model preditts they are there.
We have no data to really support that so that Would

3

reinforce the model's calculatiOn als0.
Would the simple fact the expansion of the recharge

4:

411

411

5

area as apparently has been calculated give cause to this

6

Commission to, be less Concerned about the amount of water

7

available on this island for use?

6

A

No not at all,

5

Q

Why is that?

10

A

340.1„, I think when you 00 through Roy's stenaricS as

11

was jL*. done, you'te Still lefti-with in order to tap the

12

resourde would requite A significant number of Wells. If fog

13

drip changes from what the ml saYa it is, the model

14

predictions would be high.. And you still aren't dealiOg with

15

much different numbers than, and questions to those nuMbers,

16

than you were before actually.

17

Q

18

bigger, doesn't necessarily mean there's more water and we can

19

be less vigilant on the limitations on water supply on this

20

island?

21

A

22

water. It probably would be better to say the earlier estimate

23

had such a small area for a large amount of water that probably

24

wasn't there, If you just stuck with that small area.

25

Q

So the size of this recharge area, 41 it get8

Well, as the size gets biggr t16re's—obviousay more

But just to kind of make sure I understand the last
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point, It', is. it more relevant :*be concerned about the size
2

of the recharge area than. how wells are spaced in order 0

3

achieve. maximum sustainable yield/
A

The latter is the importa4t• Subiect. The model

, ce the probable spac4A* 6t .Wellp necessary
allOWS YO4 to-t)redi.
6

to develop: a certain amount of Water. knoWing recharge value
dOesn't! allow yOu to do that at all..
Turning: to the model, is it under the standards of
the: profession Of hydrology reaSonablt to Make Predictions

411

10

based on 1,15 days. OI PujitP testing datal:

11

A

12

Yes:
, OS compared t!ti the model.
A

111

AS coMpared toHthe todel?

Vell; the stamdardi as .1tm aware o.

the standard

14

techniques used within the industry Models are the standard.

15

Eighteen day aquier teats. are used with some fear because

16

they only tell you what happened for IB days.

17

0

How about six months/

18

A

As thit model points out the system takes decades

19

and perhaps hundreds of years to respond to pumpage. That's

20

what you need to know and 18 days doesn't approach decades or

21

hundreds Of Years,

22

Q,

23

period of time which effects are detected in the model and the

24

changes it tallility that occurred in well I over a much shorter

25

period of time in the past 20 years where chloride levels

w would you ekplain the inconsistency between that
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F.

1

dropped by about one.half?
Well, for the chloride level's 0 drop by one half or
by any amoung, if yOU're pumping a well at a certain chloride

4

concentratift and the chloride conCentratiots begit to

5

decrease., What tho means is that water that's come into the
well that now has lower chloride concentratiOns.
If you look at the model results an4 they say, oko,

7

410

a

it may t,ake tan years for a water level to decline to reach

9

Well 4 or some other Well thatJs fine, but you must remember

10

all water in between the well you're pumping, 10t.'a say, is

11

getting into Well 1 before you see a. response to Well 4. It's

12

worked its Way up into the upgradient area over: time.
So the. movement of the water in between the well?

13

410

14

might proceed at a different and Much faster rate that the

15

lowering of water wells in the upgradient potable water well

16

sOurce?

17

A

18

gotten up there yet.

19

Q

20

0out be value of relying on mathematical modeling s a tool

21

for prediction. Statements have been made that thiS impact has

22

been overrated, I think was the term used.

23

It isn't that it

proceeding faster, it just hasn't

There's been much criticism leveled by the company

What can you say about the standard utilized by this

24

model in Coming up with the predictions it has in this

25

particular instance?
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7.1
‘."

1•

think thit model is the beatmeanS of attempting

A

predict how. 0:14, how the groundwater system .On, this island
13.mpage. And that it alloWs yp.il to /Troe that
4:

prediction 46t any distribution' of Wells you May choOte to try•

5

• 0 Oat* tak0- thos
tic) make,„ Without this model T don't thi0 yo

6

prediCtions.
0

8o given your knOwledge Ot the ProfessiO4 Of

hydrology is there any consensus that groundwater Modeling
9

under the term of hydrOlogy utilized her ts either ovetrated.

10

or sbmething that should not be utilized in making predictions

11

it hest

13

A

Again, groundwater modeling is the standard for the

industr% In colleges they teach well hydtaulics, for

410

14

instal:10e, t4nning a well test as alMost •an introductory course.

15

MOdeling is an advanced course that you have to learn

16

additiOnal things to get to. That's what •they want you do

17

leave school with that ability so you can make Models.

is

MR, MURAKAMI: Thank you. That's. all I have.

19

CHAIRPERSON: PetitiOner?

20
21

CROSS-EXAMINATION
BY M.R.PUNAKIt

22

Mt. Meyer, you had mentioned that the fog drip is

23

the weak link in this Model?

24

A

25

it is a weak link in the tense •that it's one of the least,

I don't know that that was my words but if it was,

•
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1

Roy UardY had testified that the fog drip estimate

Q

the model was the best estimate from. cUtrent WVailable

41"

410

3

lqfortation. Do you have any other information that would:

4

contest the 1800 MOO is not the correct fog driP estimate?.

5

A

6

estitatea were made there's been SQ41 testimony to the effect

7

that the forest cover has been reduced by, I believe, as much

8

as:. 25 Percent. That could change the numbers that we used in

9

the mOdel. The model used the nutber at that time which is all

10

that we could do. 00 had no way to say we'll have a 25 percent

11

reduction.

12

0

14

shown there's been a decrease ig fOrest cover?

14

A

Not personally no. Just testimony.

15

a:

Your testimony ta not to change the facts and

16

findings and conclusions of the water model?

17

A

1.9

pointed out these e.veets.

19

0

20

:conc1usion:0

21

A

Ye, agaiA. the fact that when the fog drip

Are you personally familiar with any studies that.'.s

I don't think my testimony does that. I think T

So you don't dispute what's in the findings and

No,

22

MR. PUNAKI; Thank you.

23

CHAIRPERSON: Ma4l?

24

MR. ZAICI:AN: No qUeStions.

25

CHAIRPERSON: OSP?
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•CROSS-EXAMINATION

1
2

BY MS, OGATA-DEAL1.
Do you.agree with the Oonclusion of the study on

4

page 124 and 125 that states that "It is clear that the

5

estimated groundwater recharge to the entire 'island is more

6

than. previouSly estimated"?

7

A

Yes, T agree WW1 that,
MS. OGATA-DEAL: *Thank YOU.

8

CHAIRPERSON: That's it? commiaSioners? Again from

410

all of us

'like- to extend a big mahalo to you for your

participation in thip particular issue and your continuing

410

12

sharing of the inforMation that yOu have provided. I think it

13

has given Us a better basis tO understand what we have to

14

addresd, *Oka,.

Meyer

i$

l'HE WITNESS; It's been my pleasure.

18

CHAIRPERSON: All right_ Then I think since we have

17

pretty much wrapped up what we have tome here tb dO, we will

18

adjourn this evening's proceedings at this time and reconvene

19

tomorrow MOrning about 5:30 to respond to additional testimony,

20

if realOired, by Mr% liardY, and then the Combission has some
non-related matters we have to take care of.

22

MR. MURAKAMI4 M. Chairman, I brought 4p in the

23

prehearing a concern about the inconsistency in the figures

Z4

refleCting the inflow to the Manele golf reservoir and the

25

outflow. And the Answers to the Interrogatories as far as
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